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 image reconstruction from
electron micrographs is providing a wealth of new
structural information on complexes formerly in-

tractable to solution. Nowhere will this technique be more
important than in the analysis of multisubunit membrane-
embedded complexes, where the nature of the membrane

 

interactions makes crystallization of the intact complex

 

exceedingly difficult. This is especially true in the case
of highly dynamic membrane-embedded complexes, for
which formation of perfect crystals is highly improbable.

The study by Ahting et al. (1999) represents a case in
point. The TOM complex in the mitochondrial outer
membrane consists of at least six distinct protein subunits,
and functions as the gateway through which nuclear-
encoded polypeptides can be imported into a mitochon-
drion. The TOM complex must recognize mitochondrial
precursor proteins from amongst all other nascent poly-
peptides synthesized in the cytosol, bind the mitochondrial
precursor proteins productively, and translocate them
across the outer membrane. It does all this without a re-
quirement for ATP hydrolysis or a transmembrane poten-
tial (Schatz, 1997), with the energy to complete transloca-
tion coming from subsequent components of the import
machinery (Neupert, 1997).

Previous work from the same group reported the purifi-
cation and low-resolution two-dimensional structure of
the TOM holo complex containing all six protein subunits,
using negative staining and electron microscopy (Kunkele
et al., 1998a). The surprising projection structure revealed
from one to three centers of stain accumulation, which ap-
peared to represent channels in the complex through
which a translocating polypeptide would be threaded in
situ. Electrophysiological measurements confirmed that
such channels did exist in the complexes, and remained
operational, even after detergent treatment, to solubilize
the TOM complex (Kunkele et al., 1998a,b).

By differential solubilization with detergent, a core com-
plex lacking the receptor subunits Tom20 and Tom70 has
now been purified. The core complex usually appears as

two (less often as one or three) annular features that accu-
mulate stain, and reconstruction of the two-feature type of
image in three dimensions strongly suggests that these an-
nuli represent channels traversing the complex. The recon-
struction also reveals some surface topology of the com-
plex, or rather, reveals that there is very little in the way of
topologically distinct detail in the structure. Presumably,
the extramembrane domains of the complex are small
(which is predicted for several of the component subunits),
closely apposed against the complex, or have been dena-
tured by drying or heavy metal contrasting during sample
preparation. In the tomographic type of reconstruction
that was used, resolution is anisotropic, and the geometry
is such that the region of lowest resolution corresponds to
only those regions of the complex that might protrude
from the bilayer, towards either the cytosol or the inter-
membrane space. Nonetheless, this first glimpse at the
TOM complex in three dimensions provides a foundation
for further studies aimed towards a full understanding of
this fascinating molecular machine.

 

The Holo Complex and the Core Complex

 

What happened to the third region accumulating stain in
the holo complex, which is seen only rarely in the core
complex? One explanation is that stain was accumulating
in the tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) proteins, Tom70 and
Tom20. The single TPR unit of Tom20 is required for in-
teraction with Tom70, which has seven TPR units (Haucke
et al., 1996). Based on the 3D structure of the TPR do-
mains of protein phosphatase 5, Das et al. (1998) dem-
onstrated that eight TPR units would form a tall helix
surrounding a central channel. Intriguingly, the radial di-
mensions of the TPR twist are similar to the size of the
third region accumulating stain in the TOM holo complex.
Another possibility is that the presence of the Tom20 and
Tom70 subunits in the holo complex induces a docking or
rearrangement of the Tom40 subunits to form three chan-
nels in the plane of what would be the mitochondrial
membrane.

 

Pushing the Boundaries of
Low-resolution Structures

 

Beyond this study of a mitochondrial outer membrane
complex, EM has been applied to structural analysis of a
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host of biologically important complexes. Structures of ri-
bosomes, nuclear pore complexes, kinesin–microtubule
complexes, and clathrin coats are being solved to ever
higher resolution. This limited list of some of the beautiful
structures becoming available already highlights the im-
pact that EM is having for molecular cell biologists.

In addition to revealing the structure of the eukaryotic

ribosome, images have been reconstructed that depict how
the ribosome docks with the Sec61 complex (Beckmann et
al., 1997; Fig. 1 A). The 3D structure of the complex pro-
vides a framework in which to understand the multiple
and sequential interactions made by a nascent polypeptide
as it leaves a cytoplasmic ribosome to be translocated
through an intracellular membrane. Like the structure of

Figure 1. A, Alignment of
the nascent polypeptide tun-
nel and translocation pore of
the Sec61 complex. Cryo-EM
was used to visualize the in-
teraction of a solubilized
membrane protein, intracta-
ble to crystallization, with
the ribosome. The complexes
were reconstituted in vitro
using purified yeast ribo-
somes and Sec61 complex
solubilized from ER with de-
tergent. The path followed
by the nascent polypeptide as
it exits the ribosome and
crosses the ER can be traced
in the transverse section
(dashed line). The 40S and
60S subunits of the ribosome
are labeled. Modified after
Beckmann et al. (1997). B,
Atomic resolution structures
for components of a macro-
molecular complex, such as
the ribosome, can be fitted
into a lower resolution map
of the entire complex (de-
rived from either X-ray or
cryo-EM), and their detailed
interactions can be inter-
preted. The ribosomal pro-
teins S4, S5, and S8 have
been crystallized, and their
structures resolved at atomic
resolution. The crystal struc-
tures are shown fitted to the
5.5 Å X-ray map of the 30S
ribosomal subunit from
Thermus thermophilus. B,
Ribosomal body landmark;
S, ribosomal shoulder land-
mark; H, ribosomal head
landmark; and P, ribosomal
platform landmark. Modified
after Clemons et al. (1999). 
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the TOM complex, the ribosome–Sec61 structure prompts
new experiments and new ideas on the function and me-
chanics of the system.

The key to solving large macromolecular structures that
are not amenable to 3D crystallization has been the devel-
opment of cryo-EM and image processing techniques.
Methodologies exist for analysis of two-dimensional crys-
tals or sheets (e.g., many membrane proteins); helical
structures (e.g., microtubules and flagella); icosahedral
structures (e.g., viruses); and other objects with inherent
symmetries. Single-particle image processing techniques
applicable to objects lacking symmetries were pioneered
by Frank and coworkers (e.g., Frank et al., 1978), and re-
cently, such methods have begun to reveal features of sec-
ondary structure at resolutions approaching 10 Å. Images
recorded from specimens that assume either random or
preferred orientations within a layer of vitreous ice on a
specimen grid (Dubochet et al., 1988) can be aligned, clas-
sified, and combined mathematically to give a 3D struc-
ture of the macromolecule in its native conformation,
without the distortions induced by air-drying or heavy
metal-contrasting. For images obtained by cryo-EM, opti-
cal densities within the reconstructed volume are propor-
tional to actual mass density in the original object. Indeed,
the next logical step for the solubilized TOM complex will
be cryoimaging and 3D reconstruction by single-particle
methods.

 

Adding in Atomic Resolution to Moderate 
Resolution Complex Structures

 

Even where the structural detail obtained from EM can be
pushed to resolutions near 10 Å, individual protein sub-
units usually cannot be visualized within a complex. One
approach towards pinpointing individual subunits is to la-
bel the isolated complexes with mAbs or with large pep-
tide tags, or to use natural ligands to lock the complex in
two discrete conformations, and use difference mapping of
the two forms of the complex. An elegant example of what
can be done is seen in recent work with gold cluster label-
ing of precise segments of kinesin motors docked onto mi-
crotubule lattices, providing much needed detail in the
conformational changes that occur during the ATP-driven
conformational changes in the motor protein, kinesin (R.
Milligan, personal communication).

Ultimately, the atomic-resolution structures obtained
with X-ray diffraction from crystallized protein and ribo-
nucleoprotein domains can be mapped onto either a mod-
erate resolution EM map or a high, but not quite atomic,
resolution map from X-ray crystallography. The lower res-
olution map provides a framework or context in which the
fine structure of the domain can be interpreted. This di-
vide and conquer strategy is being applied to solve the
structure of the prokaryotic ribosome, where individual

subunits and subcomplexes have been crystallized, and
their structures mathematically fitted or docked into 11.5 Å
electron microscopic maps (Gabashvili, I.S., R.K. Agra-
wal, C.M.T. Spahn, R.A. Grassucci, J. Frank, and P. Penc-
zek, manuscript in preparation) or 5.0–7.8 Å resolution
crystallographic maps of the intact ribosome or ribosomal
subunits (Cate et al., 1999; Clemons et al., 1999; Ban et al.,
1999; Fig. 1 B). Now that several laboratories are progress-
ing towards atomic resolution domain structures for com-
ponents of the TOM complex, the same strategy could
well provide a means to visualize the intact protein trans-
location machinery in three dimensions, with the phospho-
lipid bilayer stripped away.
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